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BRIGGS LAW CORPORATION

San Diego Office:
5663 Balboa Avenue, No. 376
San Diego, CA 92111-2705

Telephone: 858-495-9082
Facsimile: 858-495-9138

Inland Empire Office:
99 East “C” Street, Suite 111

Upland, CA 91786

Telephone: 909-949-7115
Facsimile: 909-949-7121

Please respond to: Inland Empire Office BLC File(s): 1434.07

2 April 2010

Peter M. Douglas, Executive Director
California Coastal Commission
45 Fremont Street, Suite 2000
San Francisco, CA 94105-2219

Re: Item 15-a on Agenda for April 14, 2010--Appeal no. A-6-PSD-09-43
(San Diego Unified Port District)

Dear Mr. Douglas:

On behalf of the San Diego Navy Broadway Complex Coalition, I am writing to
express my client’s opposition to issuance of the coastal development permit that is the
subject of the above-referenced appeal.  As explained below, my client’s opposition is not
unconditional.  There are several conditions that, if added to the conditions set forth in the
April 1, 2010 staff report and recommendation, would satisfy my client that the outcome long
promised for San Diego’s waterfront will be delivered by the Port of San Diego.

Before explaining the incurable procedural defects and articulating the additional
conditions offered as a compromise on the outcome--the conditions would not correct the
procedural defects surrounding the permit--let me provide some context for why my client
so strongly opposes what the Port is asking the Commission to do with the proposed permit.

BACKGROUND

The North Embarcadero Alliance Visionary Plan (“NEVP”) was completed by the
Port in December 1998, after years of workshops and input from numerous public agencies,
coastal advocates, and other stakeholders.  As its name suggests, the NEVP spells out an
ambitious vision for the North Embarcadero region of the San Diego waterfront.  The
introductory paragraph of the NEVP explains that the endeavor’s purpose was “to assure that
the North Embarcadero becomes the ‘showcase of the San Diego waterfront and a place of
urban grandeur.’” (NEVP, p. 5 (emphasis added).)

The key element of the NEVP’s vision for the waterfront is the “expansive bayfront
esplanade punctuated by two ‘activity centers’, referred to as County Terrace and Broadway
Landing.”  (NEVP, p. 39.)  It is a

continuous public open space spine along the San Diego Bay. *
* * The Esplanade, and the 25-foot wide promenade along its
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western edge, . . . strings together a necklace of parks and
plazas.  Collectively, the series of plazas and parks form a “front
porch” for the city, creating an active public precinct on the
water’s edge.

(NEVP, pp. 39-41 (emphasis added).)  The Esplanade’s north and south “anchors”--County
Terrace and Broadway Landing--are “the most unique and valuable asset of the North
Embarcadero.”  (NEVP, p. 41.)

The permit being considered by the Commission concerns Broadway Landing, which
the NEVP intends to be “one of San Diego’s most important civic spaces, commanding a
prominent position at the foot of Broadway,” and more specifically as “an expansive public
space that reaches from the grand oval-shaped landscaped park on the Bayfront Esplanade
out over the water.”  (NEVP, p. 45 (emphasis added).)  Broadway Landing is designed to
accommodate “large public gatherings . . . next to the water.”  (NEVP, p. 45 (emphasis
added).)  And while the NEVP is non-committal as to whether the B Street Pier would
provide home-port or port-of-call services to cruise ships, both scenarios contemplate a very
limited cruise-ship role for Broadway Pier--consistently describing it as providing “[p]ublic
access and extra cruise ship berthing.”  (NEVP, figs. 3.5 and 3.6 (emphasis added).)

The NEVP is much more than aspiration in print, however.  It explicitly establishes
“broad policies, statements of guiding principles or directions, for North Embarcadero” to
“address the goals and issues of the area.”  (NEVP, p. 10.)  Consider two key policies for
Broadway Landing:

Policy PA-6: Establish Broadway Pier as a civic pier with a park
and fountain.

Policy PA-8: Create an “oval park” at the foot of Broadway,
approximately two city blocks in size, with landscaped public
open space and a centerpiece fountain or other landmark
(monument, statue, sculpture) for daily recreational uses or
large public gatherings.

(NEVP, p. 12 (emphasis added).)  In contrast, the only policy in the NEVP that even
mentions cruise ships or cruise-related activities is Policy PA-5, which focuses exclusively
on B Street Pier.  (NEVP, p. 12.)

The NEVP also recognizes the need to complete its various public improvements right
away.  Indeed, Policy FI-2 requires “Implement[ation of] the public improvements in the
near-term.  These include improvements to North Harbor Drive, the Bayfront Esplanade,
Broadway Pier, and Pacific Highway.”  (NEVP, p. 14 (emphasis added).)

Additionally, the NEVP contemplated that it would become a legally enforceable
planning document.  Consider its two policies on the subject of implementation:
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Policy IM-1: Implement the Visionary Plan through a series of
steps, including endorsing the Plan (by Alliance Steering
Committee), preparing and agreeing on a Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU), endorsing the Visionary Plan and MOU
(by Alliance member agencies), revising Member agencies[’]
plans and policies and preparing environmental analyses, and
processing plans and policies, environmental analyses, and
local coastal plan amendments.

Policy IM-2: Establish a mechanism for assuring that each
Alliance member complies with the Visionary Plan.

(NEVP, p. 15 (emphasis added).)  Taking its lead from the NEVP, the Port made the
document legally binding when it amended its Port Master Plan (“PMP”) to provide thus:

The Alliance developed a Visionary Plan in 1998 to guide the
redevelopment of the contiguous properties.  The specific
recommendations of the Visionary Plan that pertain to Port
District land and water areas within the Planning District 3
Precise Plan area [i.e., North Embarcadero] are incorporated
into the Master Plan.  All other recommendations of the
Visionary Plan guide development within Planning District 3.

(PMP 2009, p. 58 (emphasis added).)  Significantly, the Commission approved this language
in the PMP several years ago.

Unfortunately, the NEVP’s and the PMP’s combined vision for Broadway Landing
and Broadway Pier was effectively erased from the pages when in 2007 the Port issued itself
a non-appealable coastal development permit for the construction of a cruise-ship terminal
on Broadway Pier, in direct conflict with the PMP.  The Commission effectively (and
unlawfully) blessed the Port’s illegal permit by allowing a post hoc amendment to the PMP
without any environmental review of the amendment.

As if the illegal 2007 permit were not enough to kill the NEVP’s vision for Broadway
Landing, last year the Port issued itself the permit now before the Commission on appeal.
While the 2007 permit illegally changed the design, use, and public access for Broadway
Pier, the pending permit will destroy what remains for Broadway Landing--one of the “most
unique and valuable asset[s] of the North Embarcadero.”  (NEVP, p. 41.)  The two permits
represent a one-two knockout punch for Broadway Landing and North Embarcadero,
described by many as the crown jewel in the “necklace of parks and plazas” that form San
Diego’s “front porch.”  (NEVP, p. 41.)

ILLEGAL PROCEDURE

The proposed permit should be denied because the proper procedures have not been
followed.  To start, the Port (and the Commission) have not complied with the California
Environmental Quality Act (“CEQA”).  The permit would facilitate an increase in the use of
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  Accordingly, the Commission must follow Sections 13057-13096 of its regulations.  CAL. CODE OF REGS.,
1

tit. 14, § 13115(b).
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Broadway Pier by allowing for more trucks and other service vehicles to reach the increased
number of cruise ships that will be berthing at the Pier.  For instance, a few years ago
Carnival Corporation provided a multi-million-dollar loan to the Port to finance the new
“homeport” facility on the Pier.  Obviously the intensity of the Pier’s use--and all the
environmental impacts associated with cruise ships--will increase because of the additional
ships berthed at the Pier.  At the same time, the public’s access to the Pier will be reduced
dramatically because of all the service vehicles entering the Pier and the additional cruise-
ship activities on the Pier facilitated by those vehicles, not to mention the pre-berthing Pier
closures for security purposes.  Neither the additional environmental impacts nor the loss of
public space has been analyzed in an environmental document.

Issuing the proposed permit based on the conditions suggested by staff on April 1
would not avoid the CEQA violations.  The permit will effectively eliminate the remaining
public space at Broadway Landing.  Staff’s suggested conditions require nothing more than
a process for identifying comparable public space, but there is no condition ensuring that the
public space will be provided.  No condition requires that the Port complete or even begin
construction of the public space that is being lost at Broadway Landing, and certainly no
condition requires that there be adequate funding to replace the lost space.  Basically, the
public is losing the Port’s legal commitment to building a large, high-quality public space
and in return--even with staff’s suggested conditions--is getting nothing more than a promise
to look for a replacement.  That is not adequate mitigation under CEQA because there is no
legally binding obligation on the Port to deliver something comparable to what it promised.
A plan on paper is not public space on the waterfront.

Apart from the CEQA violations, issuance of the proposed permit would violate the
California Coastal Act.  This appeal was accepted by the Commission because it raises a
“substantial issue . . . as to conformity with the certified port master plan” under Public
Resources Code Section 30625(b)(3).   On appeal, the Commission’s task is to determine1

whether “the proposed development is in conformity with the certified local coastal
program.”  PUB. RES. CODE § 30604(b), § 30715.5; CAL. CODE OF REGS., tit. 14, § 13119.
Because the proposed development lies between the nearest public road and the sea, the
Commission must also follow the Act’s public-access policies.  PUB. RES. CODE § 30604(c);
CAL. CODE OF REGS., tit. 14, § 13119.

As the Commission knows, the PMP is the controlling planning document.  Whatever
one might argue about Broadway Pier, the PMP, which explicitly incorporates the NEVP’s
recommendations for Broadway Landing, still requires “an expansive public space that
reaches from the grand oval-shaped landscaped park on the Bayfront Esplanade out over
the water,” a place designed to accommodate “large public gatherings . . . next to the water.”
(NEVP, p. 45 (emphasis added).)  The Commission has not been presented with a PMP
amendment.  Until the PMP is amended to eliminate what remains of Broadway Landing, it
is illegal for the Commission to approve a permit effectively eliminating what precious
public space remains.
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  That comment was made despite the existence of the Precise Plan (Figure 11) in the PMP, which clearly
2

shows the oval park/plaza at the foot of Broadway Pier.

  The transfer took place in 2003.  The Navy stopped using the building on Navy Pier in 2007.
3

  Following the Commission’s hearing last February, my client and I met on numerous occasions with
4

representatives of the Port in order to reach a reasonable compromise.  Within a few weeks, my client presented the Port

with three alternatives in writing.  Significantly, the Port’s proposal to the Commission’s staff on March 4, 2010, made

no mention of my client’s alternatives, even though they were presented to the Port more than a week before March 4.

Making matters worse, my client and I were not apprised of the Port’s March 4 submission until March 26; that is to say,

the Port knowingly wasted more than three weeks talking to my client and me about one set of proposals while keeping

us in the dark and talking to the Commission’s staff about an entirely different set of proposals.  The Port’s desire to

“pacify” my client by seeking its input after the last hearing but then doing nothing with that input is further evidence

of bad faith on the part of the Port.
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To summarize this section, the Commission may not lawfully issue the proposed
permit because CEQA has been violated (no analysis of additional impacts and loss of public
space, inadequate mitigation for loss of public space) and because the proposed development
is inconsistent with the NEVP recommendations that the PMP has incorporated by reference.

COMPROMISE CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL

While my client cannot condone the Port’s (or the Commission’s) reliance on illegal
procedures for the proposed permit and development, in the spirit of compromise my client
wishes to put forward several additional conditions of approval that, if adopted and followed,
would guarantee that the public receives amenities comparable to those that are being
eliminated under the permit.  The conditions refine staff’s Special Condition 1 calling for a
Waterfront Destination Park Plan.

When considering these conditions, please keep in mind that my client and the public
generally have very little reason to trust anything the Port says--even when embodied in legal
documents approved by the Commission.  For instance, the Port has repeatedly lied to the
Commission and the public about its intentions for North Embarcadero, has admitted in the
press to changing its mind about Broadway Landing without amending the NEVP or the
PMP, and even tried to claim that the oval park/plaza was just a “concept” that was never put
on paper.   The Port has also failed to make good on its promises for other development on2

waterfront.  Perhaps the most glaring example is that there still is no public park on Navy
Pier, promised in the PMP once the Navy transferred the Pier to the Port (PMP, p. 64),  and3

instead the Pier continues to be used for parking by the Midway Museum.  Recently,
moreover, the Port acknowledged that there will never be enough money to finance the
measures required to mitigate the Museum’s parking impacts and provide off-pier parking.
Now the Port is asking for a permit to make it easier for service vehicles to reach a cruise-
ship terminal that was never contemplated by the NEVP, on a pier that was touted as
providing “expansive public space that reaches from the grand oval-shaped landscaped
park on the Bayfront Esplanade out over the water” and designed to accommodate “large
public gatherings . . . next to the water.”  (NEVP, p. 45 (emphasis added).)  With such a
duplicitous, incompetent track record at the Port, the Commission can surely understand why
my client and the public in general deserve a guarantee rather than another empty promise.4
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  My client strongly supports the condition in the Waterfront Destination Park Plan that requires the Port to
5

replace the public-pier component of the three Grape Street piers if the forthcoming PMP amendment removes the

curvilinear public pier or public boat dock at Grape Street.  The Port must not be allowed to eliminate public amenities

without making specific, binding commitments to replace those amenities.  My client’s additional conditions are intended

to serve a similar purpose with respect to the public amenities that the Port is destroying at Broadway Landing.
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The additional conditions proposed by my client for the Waterfront Destination Park
Plan (Special Condition 1 by staff) are on Attachment 1 to this letter.  They are intended to
fill what was surely an unintended gap in staff’s good-faith attempt to reach a compromise
that will allow the proposed development to go forward while simultaneously protecting the
public’s access and space at Broadway Landing.  In brief, staff’s conditions suggest but do
not ensure that the Port builds public amenities at or near Broadway Landing comparable to
those promised in the NEVP and the PMP for Broadway Landing.

In closing, my client and I want to commend the Commission for encouraging the Port
to rethink the proposed development and permit and to compliment the Commission’s staff
for the many hours of hard work it has put into trying to protect public access and space on
San Diego’s waterfront.   The path taken by the Port has been illegal and unethical, but there5

is a compromise that can achieve an acceptable outcome.  By imposing my client’s additional
conditions, the Commission will be ensuring--once and for all--that such an outcome is
achieved.

Thank you for your consideration of and dedication to a just resolution of these
important issues.

Sincerely,

BRIGGS LAW CORPORATION

Cory J. Briggs

Attachment

cc: Diana Lilly
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ATTACHMENT 1

ADDITIONAL CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL

CALIFORNIA COASTAL COMMISSION APPEAL NO. A-6-PSD-09-43

Additional Condition 1: PRIOR TO ISSUANCE OF THE COASTAL

DEVELOPMENT PERMIT, the Port shall obtain a performance bond for completion of the

alternative Waterfront Destination Park that is approved as part of Task 3 within the time

permitted under Additional Condition 2 (below).  The bond shall be in an amount that is

equal to the estimated costs of completing the construction of Broadway Landing as currently

described in the North Embarcadero Visionary Alliance Plan and the existing Port Master

Plan.  The amount of the bond shall be approved by the Executive Director of the

Commission prior to the bond’s issuance.  The Port shall provide the Executive Director with

any and all estimates and other documentation that the Executive Director deems necessary

to determine that the estimated costs are correct.  The Executive Director’s approval of the

bond amount shall not be unreasonably withheld.

Additional Condition 2: Except to the extent of a force majeure, the construction of

the alternative Waterfront Destination Park that is approved as part of Task 3 shall be

completed not more than one year after the Commission’s approval of the Port Master Plan

amendment containing the Port’s approved alternative Waterfront Destination Park.

Additional Condition 3: The Port shall give the alternative Waterfront Destination

Park that is approved as part of Task 3 funding priority over all other projects included in the

Port’s Capital Improvement Program.  To the extent that such priority cannot be given over

one or more projects as a matter of law or without causing the Port to commit a material

breach of a contract executed prior to issuance of this coastal development permit, the Port

shall give funding of the approved alternative Waterfront Destination Park priority over all

other projects.  The Port’s Capital Improvement Program shall be amended to give this

priority to the approved alternative Waterfront Destination Park not more than 60 days after

the Executive Director has approved the amount of the bond described in Additional

Condition 1 (above).  The amount budgeted in the Port’s Capital Improvement Program for

the approved alternative Waterfront Destination Park shall be no less than the amount of the

bond.

Additional Condition 4: The alternative Waterfront Destination Park that is approved

as part of Task 3 shall be designated as part of the California Coastal Walk, and dedicated

thereto in perpetuity, as a public park.  Not more than 30 days after commencement of

construction of the approved alternative Waterfront Destination Park, the Port shall execute

and cause to be recorded any and all documents that the Executive Director of the

Commission deems necessary or appropriate to establish such designation and dedication.
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Additional Condition 5: The Port shall complete construction of the public park

identified for Navy Pier in the existing Port Master Plan, and shall ensure that all mitigation

measures and coastal development permit requirements for the Midway Museum are

fulfilled, no later than 24 months after completion of the alternative Waterfront Destination

Park that is approved as part of Task 3.  In addition, the Port shall give the public park

funding priority over all other projects included in the Port’s Capital Improvement Program

other than the approved alternative Waterfront Destination Park.  To the extent that such

priority cannot be given over one or more projects as a matter of law or without causing the

Port to commit a material breach of a contract executed prior to issuance of this coastal

development permit, the Port shall give funding of the public park priority over all other

projects other than the approved alternative Waterfront Destination Park.  The Port’s Capital

Improvement Program shall be amended to give this priority to the public park not more than

60 days after the Executive Director has approved the amount of the bond described in

Additional Condition 1 (above).  The amount budgeted in the Port’s Capital Improvement

Program for the public park shall be approved by the Executive Director of the Commission

prior to the amendment of the Capital Improvement Program.  The Port shall provide the

Executive Director with any and all estimates and other documentation that the Executive

Director deems necessary to determine that the amount budgeted is a reasonable estimate of

the costs to complete the public park’s construction.  The Executive Director’s approval of

the amount shall not be unreasonably withheld.

Additional Condition 6: None of the alternative Waterfront Destination Parks

considered for approval as part of Task 3 may be a park or similar use that has already been

approved by the Port or that is currently being considered as a park or similar use by the Port

or any other public agency.  Each alternative considered for approval must be located within

the North Embarcadero region (Planning District 3 in the existing Port Master Plan).
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